ETF Rotation within Asset Classes with Timing
Fidelity Select Rotational Strategies

Executive Summary
10 / 1 /2015
How to use: Rules of the Road

The man who will use his skill and constructive imagination to see how much he
can give for a dollar, instead of how little he can give for a dollar, is bound to
succeed.
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Big Picture:
There is an old cliché, which basically states, that anything less than your chosen time frame is merely
noise. What that in essence means is if you make decisions based on end of day data then the hourly,
half hourly, 5 minute etc intra-day movements is noise, and should be ignored. If your decisions are
based on weekly data then the daily data is noise within your time frame.
The Studies used as the basis for this monthly letter are based on monthly data points. That means that
the daily and the weekly data points are noise within the bigger picture. If you receive this monthly
letter, and do not have the studies, let me know and I will forward them to you. Again the primary
reason for the monthly data points: as Financial advisors you are investors, not traders, therefore more
interested in the “Big Picture” and probably should not be following things on an intra-day or even daily
basis. Using the monthly data allowed us to stay in during the 2011 market correction. Corrections are
not only normal, they are healthy; scaring out the weak longs and rewarding the strong longs. Hopefully
we are not overstaying our welcome; we are currently the strong longs.

Looking to the right of the chart above notice how we came very close at the end of August then
bounced. At the end of September we are attempting to re test that low area and once again have come
close but we are still maintaining our bullish posture on US Equities.
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We will however, be raising more cash, as the Developed non-US markets have gone to a cash position.

The October through April period is considered seasonally favorable for equities, however, sometimes
October can be a particularly difficult month for the markets. This could be especially true this year as
the third quarter has been the worst quarter for equities since 2011.
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Let us now look at some asset class index performances year going back one year through the end of
September 2015:
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Another plus for the market going forward is the sentiment. Investors Intelligence has been polling
advisors and newsletter writers for decades. When the sentiment becomes extreme one needs to be
cautious of an important reversal. Sentiment is now extreme according to the graph below reaching
levels not seen since 2009.

The best performing asset classes over the last year remain US equities up 1.4% and Real Estate up 2.6%,
of course that data does not include dividends. The third best performing asset class is Equities non-U.S.
down 8.5% over the last year. It is interesting to note that our methodology has kept us long those asset
classes while out of Emerging markets (-19.8%), Commodities (-34%), and Precious Metals (-36.4%).
Keeping us out of bear markets is half the secret of what we do.
Currently the Strongest US Equity ETFs based upon Relative strength are XLY, XLU, PXLG. BWV
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All are stronger than the base index, in this case SPY. Contrast with the weakest 3:

All are weaker than our base index (SPY) in this instance. This is the whole thesis with these reports, be
long the strongest and out of the weak. Looking on a longer term basis, utilizing SPY:

If down move A is equal to up move B after breakout, ultimate objective is 245 on SPY or 2450 on the
S&P 500.
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The Trend can also be displayed as a regression channel:

Does that look like a bear market? Not yet anyway. What all of these charts are saying is the trend is still
intact but has become much more volatile than most would wish. Interestingly if the volatility was on
the upside there would be no complaints. The market as October begins is in the process of testing the
previous lows. Will the tests be successful? Well no one knows for sure.
If the volatility is bothersome to either you, or your clientele, consider reducing your position size or
using a hedging technique such as options.
I believe it was Bernard Baruch who stated something to the effect of; I always left the first and the last
20% of a move to others. I was perfectly happy with the middle 60%. That is what we are attempting to
accomplish here.
“It never was my thinking that made the big money for me.
It always was my sitting. Got that? My sitting tight!”
Jesse Livermore.
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Questions are certainly welcome; I know these are difficult times to manage ones money from a longer
term perspective.

Fidelity Select
As Advisor’s you will find many of your clients and prospective clientele have accounts at Fidelity. In fact
Fidelity has well over 20 million accounts, so you are bound to run into Fidelity clients as you prospect.
With Fidelity accounts, there is no need to move funds to other brokers. You now have an excellent
opportunity to manage their funds right at Fidelity. The Fidelity Study with timing has been published
and sent to each of you. Save it, and go over it with your prospects.
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The Fidelity Select Funds Rankings will appear under four time frames. The time frame differences have
been discussed and presented in previous letters, as well as in the study. If you are a new member and I
have failed to email the study, just ask for it, and I will forwarded it ASAP. The monthly data is kept on a
Google spreadsheet. If you cannot get to it, you need to ask that it be shared. In the future go to the
Google Spreadsheet located HERE!

Risk:
The following calculations represent the distance the current asset class index price at the end of the
previous month is from the month end go to cash signal. While never exact, it is a good way to gauge
the risk of entering an already long asset class, today.
A warning notice was sent last month when the asset classes came within 1% of a go to cash signal. The
warning was not a call to action; it was an advisory if need be. Similar warnings may go out in the future
use them as you see fit, they are your clients you know them best.
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Remember; multiply the percent risk below by the percent of portfolio committed to that asset class.
Example: 20% Asset Class Market Risk times’ 20% commitment equals a 4% overall risk to the portfolio.
Want to reduce the risk further, reduce your position size or hedge:

Asset Class Timing:
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One Change on our Primary Signals as Developed Non-U.S. Equities goes to a cash position. U.S. Equities
remain on a buy as they have been since November of 2009; Real Estate also remains long as it has been
since September 2010. The Treasuries and Corporate bonds also remain on buy signals. These reports
are mainly for the equity portion of you clients portfolio. In other words if you are running a 65/35
allocation between equities and bonds, this report deals with the 65%

ASSET CLASS BREAKDOWN:
I show the top four ETFs, as measured by relative strength over the last six months, for each asset class
below, even if that asset class is listed as in cash. The full list for each asset class is on the enclosed Excel
spreadsheet. You may own more or less in client accounts depending upon the size and risk profile of
that account.
On occasion you may see similar ETFs high in the rankings, i.e. 2 solar as a for instance. Skip to the next
in the ranking if two or more very similar ETFs appear near the top. This can happen quite often.
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In addition, the Excel spreadsheet contains the average volume over the last couple of months. If you
are operating in size, or if the spreads are too wide, simply move down the list to the next ETF.

Equities - U.S. Markets:
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Primary remains on a buy signal. The buy signal has been in effect since November of 2009.
Below is a picture of the top four, for each of the last three months for comparison purposes. If
a previous month ticker is in red it should be sold and replaced with the new. Depending upon
the number of ETFs you hold in each asset class, Sell the red ones from last month and replace
them with the new. If there are no changes then no exits are warranted and no red appears.

Equities – Developed Non-U.S.:
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Until this month, Equities of Developed markets non-US had been long since November 30,
2009. We are now in cash with this asset class.

Real Estate:
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Real Estate remains on a primary buy signal. The buy signal has been in effect since October
30, 2010.

Emerging Markets:
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Primary signal has been in cash since September of 2011.

Commodities:
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Primary signal still in Cash, from September 30, 2011. The secondary signal is also in cash. No
positions in this asset class. There are no sells from previous months simply because there were
no positions to sell.

Precious Metals:
January presented a Secondary Buy signal on the Precious metals complex. July returned the
secondary to cash. Primary remains in cash.
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Combining Commodities and Precious Metals into one asset class makes perfect sense for some clients
and not others.

Account Summary:
Utilizing equal dollar amounts in each of the six asset classes results in an equity commitment of 33.3%
(2 long and 4 cash), and 66.6% cash position. The cash position should be invested in income producing
assets or redistributed amongst the 3 longs, again depending upon the individual account and you know
them best.
See you November 1, 2015 unless earlier contact is warranted.
My Best
Bill Zimmer
PrudentTrader.com/advisors
PrudentTrader.com

REQUISITE DISCLAIMER:
The Prudent Trader research newsletter and web site is intended for educational and informational use
only. The Prudent Trader is not intended as investment advice, nor as an offer or solicitation of an offer
to sell or buy any security, nor as an endorsement, recommendation or sponsorship of any company,
security or fund. The Prudent Trader employees and affiliates have no fiduciary relationship with
subscribers.
The Prudent Trader and its principals are not a Registered Investment Advisor (RIA) and have no direct
client accounts. Historical returns data has been compiled using price data provided by exchanges and
not from actual accounts, and should therefore be considered to be hypothetical.
The information herein is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind. Prudent Trader its affiliates and
employees are not liable for its usefulness, timeliness, accuracy or suitability, and we specifically
disclaim all other warranties, expressed or implied, including but not limited to implied warranties or
fitness for any particular purpose. In addition, no representation or warranty, expressed or implied is
made as to the effectiveness of its research or investment models or to its accuracy, completeness or
correctness, and we assume no responsibility for typographical errors, inaccuracies or other errors
which may occur. The user assumes all risk, and neither Prudent Trader, nor any of its affiliates or
employees shall have any liability for any loss sustained by anyone who has used the information
contained herein
.
The information contained herein is confidential to subscribers only. Its unauthorized use, release,
reproduction or redistribution, in whole or in part, by photocopying, email, entry into a data retrieval
system, or by any other means is strictly prohibited.
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The Prudent Trader is protected by all applicable U.S. and international copyright laws

